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"A thing of beauty is a joy forever"
—Keats

Beautiful music adds grace, charm, and zest to life. The thematics of the three songs below are merely a suggestion of the joys to be found in their complete piano scores.

For melodic loveliness, "Bells Across The Meadow" by Albert W. Ketelby can be compared only to the composer's two other world famous compositions "In A Monastery Garden" and "In A Persian Market."

Bells Across The Meadows

Words and Music by ALBERT W. KETELBEY

Copyright assigned 1927 to Mills Music Inc.

"Give Me One Hour" is taken from Rudolf Friml's score of "The White Eagle", one of the finer Friml scores, on a par with "Rose Marie" and "The Vagabond King."

Give Me One Hour

Music by RUDOLF FRIML

Copyright assigned 1931 to Mills Music Inc.

The Song Beautiful! Hear BING CROSBY sing this entrancing melody on Decca Record No. DLA 1311

A Blues Serenade
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We parted here in the shadows,
The sun was in the west:
Alone in the twilight we stood, you and I,
While chapel bells softly were ringing,
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When darkness steals o'er the meadows
And all the world's at rest,
Oh, that was the hour you whispered, "Good-bye,"
To Avalon and me.

REFRAIN
I hear the bells of Avalon
Reminding me that
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you are gone. Another day has travelled on into a
night of dreams; You gave me a memory,
then you wandered on; I wonder if you hear the bells, my
dear, The Bells of Avalon? I lon?
MILLS MODERN METHODS AND STUDIES
FOR STUDENTS AND TEACHERS

A group of methods and studies especially prepared by outstanding writers and teachers for the student striving to attain a comprehensive knowledge of music and proficiency in his instrument.

MODERN CHORD CONSTRUCTION AND ANALYSIS FOR ALL INSTRUMENTS
By GEORGE GIBBS, Jr.
The only book of its kind that gives an analysis and spelling of all the chords. Designed for home study and gives the diligent pupil a knowledge of music that will enable him to improve with the best of them. Presupposes a rudimentary knowledge of music. Price $1.00

MODERN SYSTEM of NATURAL PLAYING FOR TRUMPET
And For All Bass Instruments in Treble Clef
By BENEDICT VANASEK
An illustrated method dealing with the development of the embouchure, breath control, non-pressure system, high and low tones, lip trills, vibrato, etc. Price $1.00

STUDENT’S MANUAL OF MUSIC RHYTHMS
By BENEDICT VANASEK
A descriptive analysis of rhythms as found in both classical and popular music—a manual of correct musical procedure, as applied to melody and harmony—and a complete musical vocabulary of terms related to rhythm and interpretation. Price 75c

THE PROFESSIONAL STUDENT GUITAR METHOD
By CHARLES AMBERGER and DAVID GORSTON, B.S., M.A.
Part I
An introduction to classical as well as modern dance playing. Contains chord playing, advanced single string technique, elementary and advanced basso, melody playing, etc. Excellent as a self-instructor—ideal as a teacher’s text. Price $1.00

MODERN ETUDES AND CHORD STUDIES
For SAXOPHONE
Also Clarinet, Flute and Oboe
By DAVID GORSTON
No more classical exercises for swing musical. This modern style of rhythm studies is technically perfect study material based on famous modern themes. Endorsed by leading professionals and teachers. Price 75c

MODERN ETUDES AND CHORD STUDIES
For TRUMPET
By DAVID GORSTON and CHARLES TEAGARDEN
Sensational studies for modern trumpeters based on modern swing themes. Excellent material for instrumentalists who are planning a professional career. The volume features Teagarden’s style on “Star Dust.” Price 75c

MODERN VISUALIZED HARMONY
WITH AN INTRODUCTION TO INSTRUMENTATION
By GEORGE GIBBS, Jr.
By the author of Modern Chord Construction—written to fill the needs of home, classroom, or private study. Contains an introduction to instrumentation, and is designed to teach the student modern harmony. Also contains an introduction to the study of arranging. Invaluable to the aspiring arranger. Price $2.00

NEW ARBAN DUETS FOR TRUMPET
Arranged by BENEDICT VANASEK
The Arban Trumpet Method is recognized as the finest in the field. Benedict Vanasek has given the 25 most characteristic Arban studies and rearranged them in duet form for teacher and students. Triple tonguing, sustained notes, finger execution, high and low tones are some of the details covered in the method. Price $1.00

IMPROVISING SIMPLIFIED
By DAVID GORSTON, B.S., M.A.
A method illustrating and analysing MODERN HOT PLAYING. Contains 10 complete choruses by Charlie and Jack Teagarden, Benny, Parenti, etc., on Nobody’s Sweetheart,” "Mug's," "Star Dust," etc. Shows clearly the proper use of chords, passing tones, rhythm changes, etc., as taught by a master teacher. Useful for the study of harmony in the home or classroom. An excellent teaching text. Price $1.00

THE PROFESSIONAL STUDENT PIANO ACCORDION METHOD
By LOUIS HERRMANN and DAVID GORSTON, B.S., M.A.
A modern method dealing with left hand development, bass and treble clef, transcribing of piano parts, bellows reading of sheet music and orchestrations, chords, classical music, etc. An ideal self-instructor, or teacher’s text. Develops both hands at the same time. Price $1.50

MODERN ETUDES AND CHORD STUDIES
For PIANO ACCORDION
By DAVID GORSTON and LOUIS HERRMANN
Study material based upon famous swing themes like DIMIN, MARIGE, FEALOUS, etc. A book that will prepare the student for professional orchestra work. Highly endorsed by teachers and professional musicians. Price 75c

MODERN ETUDES AND CHORD STUDIES
For TROMBONE
Also Trombone, Baritone, Cello & Bass in Bass Clef
By DAVID GORSTON
A collection of modern studies in modern rhythms, endorsed by leading professionals and teachers. One of the finest swing study books on the market. Price 75c
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